
UNIT 19/20 ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURED DATA 

7 FINAL COMMENTS 
At the beginning of the unit I commented that, after having worked through the 
whole unit, you should be in a position to read critically and understand a wider 
range of research papers and reports. The particular type of research paper or 
report I had in mind was, of course, those reporting the findings of quantitative 
research 

I( 1 ACTIVITY 14 

For Act~v~ty I you were asked to scan the three readmgs associated w~th th~s un~t, mak~ng 
notes of those parts you found part~culady d~fficult to handle or ~nterpret You should 
now go back to your notes and check off those problems whlch have been clanfied. 

You should find that at least some of the queries you noted before starting this 
unit no longer present a problem. However, it would be surprising if you did not 
still have a number of points which you felt were not clear With a topic such as 
analysis, it can be necessary to read and re-read texts a number of times before 
Ideas 'click'. However, you've shown perseverance in getting this far with the 
unit!, so you can rest assured that over time the issues we've been discussing will 
become clearer. One of the best ways of moving forward at this point is actually 
to carry out some of your own analysis and interpret it Both the next activlty and 
TMA 07 will help you here. 

0 ACTIVITY IS 

The final act~v~ty In th~s un~t IS desgned to prepare you for TMA 07. You should l~sten to 
the aud~o-cassette programme 'Analys~ng structured data' and carry out the computer 
analyses wh~ch ~t suggests. You wdl also need the notes to accompany th~s cassette wh~ch 
are In the Audlo-vtsual Handbook 

You may also find it useful to read some new journal articles reporting quantltat- 
ive research - perhaps chosen from your own field of interest - remembering to 
refer back to the unit to refresh your understanding of the terms and approaches 
being used With further practice in reading and critical reflection your appreci- 
ation of the ways in which researchers use the quantitative analysis tools available 
to them will grow and deepen. 

ANSWERS TO ACTIVITIES 

ACTIVITY 2 

Nomznal. gender, town of birth, political allegiance, educational level (coded 
'vocational', 'academic', 'others'). 

0 Ordznal grade, soclal class, intelligence score, educational level (coded by 
highest qualification achieved) 

Interval temperature, time of day, musical pitch, educational level (coded by 
year-group at school) 

Ratzo: age, retention interval, income, educational level (coded by years of 
schooling) 
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l 
l From the readings I plcked 

I 1 gender - clearly nominal, 

I 2 grade - superficially an interval variable, but we cannot be sure that the 
intervals are equal, so better treated as ordinal; 

3 age - clearly a ratlo variable (but see below); and 

I 4 retention interval - clearly ratio 

Searching for other examples, I thought of place of birth (Manchester, London, 
I Birmmngham, . ) and polltlcal allegiance (Labour, Conservative, Liberal . ) as 

examples of nominal variables. The underlying variables could be of a higher 
l level in both cases - 'place of blrth' could be coded m terms of how far north it 

was in the Brltish Isles, for example, or polltlcal allegiance in terms of degree of 

I radicahsm. As they stand, however, the categories are just descriptive names 

For ordinal variables I had soclal class and mtelllgence score - nelther can be 
shown unequivocally, as I argued in the text, to have equal intervals between 

i scores or codes For interval variables I had temperature, time of day and musical 
pitch, all measures where the Intervals are equal but any zero on the scale is 

l purely arbitrary. For an unequivocally ratio variable I plcked income. 
l 
l The major problem 1s that something which is of a ratio nature m Itself can be 

degraded by the coding (age, coded as 'older', 'middle', or 'younger', is ordmal). I 

I have included educational level in all four categories depending on its coding 

ACTIVITY 3 

You can see from Table 2 that the greatest spread of ages occurs among the for- 
mer students who last studled the course either 6 or 9 years ago (where RI equals 
77 and 113 months) Flgure 22 shows how the age distributions mlght look for the 
group wlth the greatest standard deviation as compared to the group w ~ t h  the 
smallest standard deviatlon The greatest difference is between the group who last 
studled 9 years and 3 months ago (RI = 113) who have a mean age of 53.3 with a 
standard devlation of 11 9 years, and those who last studied the course only 3 
months ago who have a mean age of 39 6 years, with a standard deviatlon of 8 1 
years. 

39 6 53'3 

Age (years) 

Figure 22 Mean age and standard devzation for IU = 3 and 133 months 
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ACTIVITY 4 

Because the data are glven as percentages, the reader can see at a glance the 
extent to whlch the three age groups dlffer m terms of their dlstribution across 
different retention intervals 

Interpretation for the casual reader would probably be easier d there was a final 
column to the table on the right-hand slde showing the total frequency for each of 
the age groups and indicating that these were the bases on whlch the row per- 
centages were based Table 19 shows how the addltion of a final column to Table 
4 and the inclusion of per cent slgns could ald its interpretation. 

Table 19 Percentages of young, middle-aged and elderly subjects 
distributed across retention intervals (amended) 

Retention intervals in years 

Age 0.25-2 3 4  M 7-8 %l0 11-12 1 Total 

(Source adapted from Cohen et a1 , 192b ,  Table 1a) 

Young % 41 22 23 7 4 3 

Mlddle-aged % 12 15 29 18 14 12 

Elderly % 4 11 12 16 26 30 

We can see quite easlly that the three distributions are each a very different shape 
The mode for the 'young' group 1s the 0 25-2 interval, with 41 per cent m it 
(Figure 23a); the mode for the 'middle-aged' group is the 5-6 year Interval with 
29 per cent of the group (Flgure 23b), and the mode for the 'elderly' group in the 

100 

100 

100 

11-12 year interval whlch contains 30 per cent of the group (Flgure 23c). 

50 t 

(a) RI (years) (b) RI (years) RI (years) 

Figure 23 Distmbution of age across retention zntemals (a) young, (b) middle-aged and (c) elderly 

What we have very clearly is a positzvely skewed dlstribution (the 'young' group), a 
normal dlstribution (the 'middle-aged' group), and a negatzvely skewed distri- 
bution (the 'elderly' group). 

ACTIVITY 5 

The first extract reads easily, but has relatively little information m it. The one 
clear statistical term the writer uses is 'percentages' This gives precise Information 
about data retention The piece is talking about recent graduates as a group In 
fact the author of the piece is talking about average or mean scores, but thls is 
Implied rather than stated Nor is any mentlon made of the variability of the scores 
among the 'recent graduates' 
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1 The second extract conveys a greater amount of information, together with more 

1 detail. Here the authors refer to averages but without explicitly mentioning means. 
Percentages are again used, with comparisons over time being made Mention of 
variability is made, but this appears to refer more to the lack of smoothness of the 

I trend than to the variability of individual scores about the mean. Finally a refer- 
ence to the significance of the data is made This term comes from inferential 

l 
I statistics rather than descriptive statistics. You will cover such issues in Section 4. 

1 ACTIVITY 6 

Remember that a Type 1 error occurs if the null hypothesis H. is rejected when in 
fact it is true If the researchers want to minimize the possibility of this occurring, 
then they will want to minimize a Consider the following example. 

1 

Suppose we have a situation where assessors or examiners are judging someone's 

I 
competence in (say) plumbing. The null hypothesis H. might be stated as follows: 

I the student has not displayed the necessary competence to practice as a qualified 
plumber If this null hypothesis is true, then a wrong rejection of it would mean 
that someone who was not competent on a key skill would be free to practice on , 
an unsuspecting publlc. From the public's perspective, the aim should be to 
minimize the possibility of a wrong rejection of this hypothesis. In other words 

I they would want Type 1 errors minimized. In contrast the unfortunate candidates 
would feel strongly that emphasis should be given to minimizing Type 2 errors; in 
other words to minimizing the possibility of not rejecting H. when it is false 
Otherwise people who were competent might be wrongly assessed as not compe- 

l tent 

I Researchers would want to minimize the possibility of Type 1 error in any case 
1 where the outcome of rejecting Ho, when it was in fact true, could lead to gross 

inequlty or to great wastage of resources Research on gender differences in intel- 
ligence or educatability, for example, requires a very high 'standard of proof', 
because to base policy on such supposed differences, if they do not in fact exist, 

1 

, would be most unjust On the other hand, we should also want a high standard of 
l 

proof that a new medical procedure was indisputably more effective than existing 
alternatives, if it were also vastly more expenslve 

ACTIVITY 7 

In Table 3(a), the number of rows r is 3, while the number of columns c is 4 The 
number of degrees of freedom is therefore 

I 
ACTIVITY 8 

Let us look at the extract laid out a little more clearly. 

By x2 the distribution of age groups is significantly different for all 
these variables 

RI (x2 (10) = 98 42, p < OOOl), 

grade (x2 (6) = 18.40, p < 0051, and 

interest (x2 (4) = 10.90, p < .02) 

(Cohen et al., 1992b) 

The conclusions in the extract are based on the information shown in Tables l(a), 
l(b) and l(c) in the third reading (reproduced as Tables 4, 3(a) and 3(b) in this 
unit) First I checked the degrees of freedom for each of the tables as follows 
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For Table 4, age by RI, r = 3 and c = 6, therefore the degrees of freedom are 
calculated as 

For Table 3(a), age by grade, r = 3 and c = 4, therefore the degrees of freedom are 
calculated as 

df = (3 - 1) X (4 - 1) 

For Table 3(b), age by interest, r = 3 and c = 3, therefore the degrees of freedom 
are calculated as 

I then checked each of the x2 for the appropriate degrees of freedom against 
Table 5 in the Statistics Handbook 

For age by RI (Table 4),  I got for a x2 of 98 42 with 10 dJ p < 001. The research 
team reported p < 0001, but our tables do not give this level of detall Neverthe- 
less, it is clear that the difference bemg tested 1s highly significant, w ~ t h  a less than 
one in 1,000 l~kelihood of having occurred by chance 

For age by grade (Table 3a), for a x2 of 18 40 with 6 df, I got p < 01 This figure 
reported in the reading is p < .005 Again, our tables do not carry the information 
for p at .005, but nevertheless, our figure and the published figure do  not contra- 
dict each other 

For age by interest (Table 3b), for a x2 of 10 90 with 4 df, I got a p < 05. The 
publ~shed figure was p < 02, but for this, x2 would have to have been 11 67 or 
more Although the d~fference in the p values would not affect the conclusions 
drawn, I decided to check out the figures with the researchers to see what they 
thought had happened They then re-ran the table on the computer and got a 
slightly different set of figures from the ones origmally recorded, wlth x2 = 13 74 at 
4 df and p < 01 They also re-ran the other two x2 figures again, and marginally 
different values emerged. After examining both sets of statistics, the researchers 
concluded that the differences were due to workmg w ~ t h  different computer soft- 
ware packages 

The three sets of x2 figures w h ~ h  were achieved using the same research data, 
but uslng the STATSVIEW package for the analysis, were: 

RI, x2 = 97 596 wlth 10 df, p < 0001 

grade, x2 = 21 576 with 6 dJ p < .O1 

mterest, x2 = 13 746 with 4 dJ p < 01 

This sl~ght d~screpancy In the values illustrates well why it IS always worth check- 
ing the statistics even in published papers. In this instance, the re-run revealed no 
substantive differences and the research conclusions stand. 
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I ACTIVITY 9 

Table 20 Calculation of x2 from Table 11 
l 

Sample 
frequency Expected 

1 Gender 
010 O/o (observed) frequency 0 - E E 

Male 49.0 52.4 786 735 51 2601/735 
= 3.54 

Female 51 0 47 6 714 765 (51)" 2601/765 
= 3.4 

Total 100 0 100 0 1,500 1,500 x2 = 6.94 
I 

a Flgure m parentheses lndlcates a negative number 

The 'sample' column of Table 20 shows the 'observed' figures, i e the distribution 
between genders that was actually achieved The 'population' column shows the 
distribution we would expect the sample to have The 0 - E column shows the 

i 
i difference between the figures that were actually observed in the sample, and the 

figures which would be expected for that size sample if they matched the popu- 
lation distribution The final column shows the x2 calculation 

As regards the degrees of freedom, we have only one column of observed data, 
and two rows, so we have ( r  - 1) degrees of freedom where r = 2, therefore 
(2 - 1) = 1 dJ: 

Looking up a x2 value of 6 94 with 1 df in Table 5 in the Statistics Handbook, we 
I find that the likelihood of a value of 6.94 for x2 at 1 df occurring by chance is less 

than 01, which 1s less than one in 100 The null hypothesis of 'no difference' may 
l ~ therefore safely be rejected, and we can assert that the sample does differ signifi- 
l 

i cantly from the population in respect of gender 

ACTIVITY 10 

Because the researchers only want to test whether the mean of one group is 
larger than the mean of the other group, then they would need to use a one-tailed 
test 

The null hypothesis H. would be that the mean for women (%) was less than or 
equal to the mean for men (U,). 

This can be written as 

H0 < 
We know that t = 2 and we have 30 df From Table 3 in the Statistics Handbook, 
readmg for a one-tailed test with 30 dJ t 2 1.697 is significant at the 05 level (one- 
tailed) and p < 05. 

If a is set at 0 05, a is greater than p (a > p), so H. can be rejected In other 
words we are saying that there is a less than 5 per cent probability that the differ- 
ence in scores have arisen by chance. However, if a is set at 0 01, then a is less 
than p (a < p), and we would not reject the null hypothesis In other words we 
are saying that there is a greater than 1 per cent probability that the difference in 
scores could have arisen by chance 

ACTIVITY 12 

The extract is summarizing the results of an analysis of variance (ANOVA) A series 
of pairs of variables is being investigated. namely retention interval (RI) and name 
recognition, RI and concept recognition, RI and fact verification, and so on 
Remember that F is the ratio of the estimated variance based on the variation in 
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means between the different groups and the estimated variance based on the vari- I 

ation in the measure within groups. In order to interpret 8 its significance needs 
to be determined. The p value gives the likelihood of a particular measure of F for 
the two given degrees of freedom occurring by chance. So the first part of the l 

extract: 'Main effects of RI were significant for name recognition (F  (5,355) = 9 07, 
p < .001)' is saying that the likelihood of getting a measure of 9.07 for F with 5 
degrees of freedom for the explained (or between-groups) variation (V1) and 355 1 

I degrees of freedom for the residual (or within groups) variation ( 5 )  by chance is , 
less than one in 1,000 

Similarly the next part of the extract ' . . . concept recognition (F (5,355) = 18.57, p 
< .001)' is saying that the likelihood of getting scores for concept recognition by 
chance which have a distribution giving a measure of 18 57 for F with 5 degrees 
of freedom for the explained variation (5) and 355 degrees of freedom for the 
residual variation ( 5 )  is less than one in 1,000 l 

All the variables listed in the extract have F values which are seen as unlikely to 
have arisen by chance for the particular number of degrees of freedom given. 
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FURTHER READING 
Quantztative Applications zn the Social Sciences, A Sage University Paper Series, 
Newbury Park, Sage. 

This series of methodological works provides introductory explanations and dem- 
onstrations of data analysis techniques applicable to the social sciences. 
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